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■ By K N Mehtani

IN this chapter Lord Krishna explains the paths of 
Karma yoga and Sankhyayoga(the path of knowledge).
The term ‘Sannyasa’ has been used in some of the 

verses which is the equivalent of ‘Sankhyayoga’ or ‘the path
of knowledge’.

❑ Verse 2,3,4.
The yoga of action (Karma yoga) and the yoga of knowl-
edge (renunciation of action) both lead to supreme bliss
but karma yoga is superior to the yoga of knowledge.
Sankhyayoga or the yoga of knowledge is based on the
principles that it is the Gunas(mental dispositions) born
of Prakriti that are moving among the Gunas or in other
words the senses are moving among the sense-objects and
therefore the sankhyayogi renounces the sense of doer-
ship in respect of all the activities of the body, mind or
speech or intellect or the senses. All the instruments of
perceptions (sense-organs) and all the perceptions (sense-
objects) are the products of ‘Gunas’.

The karmayogi believes that he is the doer of his actions
but he dedicates his actions to God and as such he has no
anxiety or attachment to the fruits of his actions. 
The Lord says that ‘participation in actions’ (karma-yoga)
is superior to the ‘renunciation of actions’ (sankhyayoga).
The two paths are independent and lead the seekers towards
God-realization and the attainment of truth, knowledge
and bliss.

❑ Verse 6,7
The lord further explains that without karma yoga, it is
difficult to accomplish sankhyayoga (renunciation of all
actions of the body, mind and intellect). Without per-
formance of actions, the renunciation of actions is not
possible. Although Karma-yoga and Sankhyayoga are inde-
pendent of each other, Karma-yoga is comparatively easy
to practise than Sankhyayoga. The follower of Karma-yoga
through selfless and unattached activities with equipoise
and singlepointedness of mind on God is able 
to attain the Supreme Truth or Brahma quickly. The mind
has to be purified by the performance of right actions to
make it free from its vasana blemishes. Through 
selfless actions and without anxiety for fruits, the seekers
are able to exhaust their vasanas which helps them towards
deeper meditation hours. The deeper the meditation, 
the lesser will be the agitations caused by the desire-waves
or emotions.

The karmayogi who has purified his mind, has 
subdued his senses and whose heart is pure and who iden-
tifies himself as the ‘Self’ of all beings, remains untainted,
even though performing actions. The seekers who are able
to control their body, mind and intellect, are best suited
for the highest meditation

❑ Verse 10,11
The karmayogi offering all his actions to Brahman and
abandoning attachments is not tainted by sin. It is not
possible to attain the status of complete detachment for
the human mind. As long as there is a mind, it has to attach
itself to something. The Lord therefore advises the seek-
ers to surrender all their attachments to Brahman. The
seekers have to remember this concept of Truth as often
as they remember their limited ego so that they can sur-
render all their sense of agency in their actions to Brahman.
With continuous practice in this direction, the frequency
of thoughts of the seekers upon the Lord increases which
leads them towards realization of Brahman-ideal. With this
technique, it is possible to renounce the sense of agency
in one’s actions. It is only desires and attachments for the
fruits of the actions which lead to bondage. The seekers
who attain freedom from all traces of attachments and
desires for fruits remain untainted by sins, even though
performing actions.

The karmayogis, having abandoned attachments, per-
form actions merely by the body, mind and intellect and
the senses for the sake of self-purification. The karmayo-
gi has to act as a detached observer of all actions that are

happening around and within him to realize that all the
actions belong the various instruments of action and not
to him. Even, while observing ourselves in action, we have
to be conscious of the very ‘observer’ in ourselves. “The
consciousness that illumines the very observer, is the
Spiritual-centre, the Self”.

With this technique of performing actions as a detached
observer, the seekers can pursue their activities without
the self-arrogating ego, thereby making it easy for them to
get rid of their existing vasanas. This technique goes a
long way for the purification of the ego.

❑ Verse 12
The karmayogi, having abandoned the fruits of actions
attains Eternal Peace. When the seekers have renounced
their ego-centric desires for the fruits of their actions and
are established in their renunciation of the egoistic sense
of agency, they experience ever-lasting Peace in 
the shape of God-Realization. The individuals who work
with selfish motives and are attached to the fruits of actions
due to desires, get tied up to the expected results of 
their activities and as such are bound to the reactions of
their activities.

The Supreme Self or God determines neither the doer-
ship sense of agency, nor the actions of men, not even the
fruits of actions but it is nature or Maya alone, made up
of the three gunas that function. The Self or Reality has
nothing to do with the actions or the fruits thereof, but
when the ‘Self’ functions through the body equipments,
the conditioned Self assumes to Itself, the ego-centric atti-
tudes of agency, actions and fruits etc. The enjoyer of fruits
and the performer of actions in us is the ego and not the
Self (Atman). The Atman becomes the performer of actions
when it gets conditioned by Nature or Maya, appearing in
the form of its three gunas-Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas. All
embodied ones (Jivas) have been united with it from time
without beginning. As such they are possessed of the sense
of doership and being deluded by ego, they consider them-
selves as the doers and they become associated with their
actions as well as their fruits and hence get bound by them.
The Self (Atman) has got nothing to do with these. It is
Nature and Maya alone that functions.

❑ Verse 15, 16, 17
The Lord, the All-pervading Supreme takes neither the 
virtue nor the sin of anyone. Knowledge is enveloped by
ignorance due to which the beings are falling a prey to
delusion. The Self passing through knowledge(Atman)
emerges as Self, All-pervading, All-perfect, One-without-
a-second. But the same Self when it passes through igno-
rance meaning body, mind and intellect, splits up into the
world of plurality.

The unveiling of Truth is a process of the removal of
ignorance and not a creation of knowledge and therefore
it is only an act of the rediscovery of Truth. The finite igno-
rance is a limited factor as compared to the infinitude of
Reality. And still, the ego (Jiva) looking up to the Atman
finds that ignorance is enveloping the Infinite. With the
end of ignorance, the ego-centric concept is destroyed and
knowledge (Truth) is revealed. The deluded ego then enters
the realm of pure consciousness and becomes the
Consciousness which is the Atman. As the ego rediscov-
ers the Self, it becomes the Self.

The seeker on the path of knowledge has to realize with
the deep study of the scriptural teachings that the world
is illusory and that God, the Eternal Principle, ‘Self’ is the
only Reality. When the mind and the intellect are com-
pletely merged in the ‘Self’, the Sankhyayogi is free from
the delusion of duality and he remains constantly estab-
lished in Brahman and having become one with Brahman,
he attains the state whence there is no return, his vasanas
being dispelled by knowledge. The knower of Brahman
whose intellect is steady and in whom all delusions have
ended, remains unaffected by good or evil tendencies and
he becomes established in the Brahman Consciousness
of infinite beatitude.

(To be continued....)
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■ By Buddhadeb Basu

IF you want to embrace upon a path of
the intellectual journey in your life, you
will face a lot of contradictory and

unwanted thoughts, which many people
cannot even imagine and accept to trans-
mute the said desire into reality.   Sometimes,
the negative barriers as developed may put
a thorn to your above-enlightened vision.
These negative thoughts may water down
your hard efforts to undertake the said jour-
ney, which is of course, not easy to achieve.
Through transcended journey, you will be
able to look inside your mind and soul. Once
you somewhat start your journey, and if you
are capable of overcoming the barriers of
initial constraints the human beings face,
you will be able to bring a harmony between
your body and mind.  The confluence of
body and mind are crucial to understand-
ing the reality of achieving self-realization.
But if you are not able to destroy the neg-
ativities, you will float like a hapless cork
in the water assuming your life is a vast
ocean.  What will happen then?  You will be
tossed and engulfed by the waves in mul-
tiple directions.  When you are direction-
less, the rate of achievement will be as less
as negligible.  Because you live under the
illusion that once your consciousness can
go beyond the mind, things will naturally
take its course.  But this never happens.
Despite this, most of us believe in this the-
ory.  As long as the unproductive and
destructive thoughts rule our mind, our
desire for self-realization is not possible
because we will be tied up in the barriers
of mundane issues.  

We find out in the yoga sutra; Patanjali

professes the importance of yoga to sedate
the waiver mind to control the thoughts
process.  Our body, mind and its contents
and the environment surrounding us are
termed as Prakriti, whereas the Purusha is
the absolute consciousness.  If you can con-
trol your thoughts, the desires cannot over-
power you.  The controlled mind will con-
nect you to infinite knowledge.  As per the
teachings of Patanjali, in life, one should
aim to gain this self-knowledge.  The more
you will be able to acquire self-knowledge,
the more you will advance to the path of
self-realization.  So, what we need to do is
to develop ways to work systematically
focusing on Prakriti.  We should consider
the contribution of Mother of Auroville as
a path to guide us.  She taught many
advanced techniques of integral yoga
through which one will be able to under-
stand this difficult journey.  As per the
Mother, the effervescence of negative
thoughts is from various parts of external
environment influence us considerably.  We
receive many forces, vibrations and
moments daily when the same enter our
mind. Ultimately, it gets a powerful signal
in the form of unproductive thoughts,
because most of the time, our minds are
not calm. These ideas when emitting neg-
ative outcome, destroy our growth.  To put
an end, we have to discipline ourselves, and
then our mind will be under our control.
At that time, the mind will think in a uni-
fied manner and aspire for a higher growth
mainly on the spiritual level.

We put our sincere efforts to seek the light
of truth and the divine will, and it will enable
us to think constructively, productively and
wisely.  We often resort to negative thoughts

by saying ourselves that we are too weak,
and it is beyond our control.  We fail to real-
ize the fact that no impediment can beat
our sincerity, perseverance, and motivation.
As we train our body to move and act fast
in the physical realm, we need to train our
minds to develop courage and strength to
overcome negativities in the psychological
space. We must analyze our negative
thoughts and visit the root-cause of our
thinking in that direction. While doing this,
we must seek the power of divine and we
should aspire to receive the highest aspi-
ration.  You must take the role of a story-
teller, who narrates the story to suit their
characters and the plot.  You need to add
details to suit the need of trained mind.  In
this process, you have to discard which is
not required, and only to focus on the rel-
evant aspects. You have to continue this
process for a long time till you can control
your mind. 

When you reach this stage, the various
constructive efforts of yours like a narra-
tive in a story automatically develops pow-
erful forces to guide your thoughts to real-
ize the path of self-realization. We know that
to attain the state of absolute conscious-
ness, the mind is required seclusion, and
we need to practice various types of med-
itations sincerely. But as per the Mother,
the mind can also reach an original state
by rigorous practice to seek the light of
truth and divine will.  Then, the mind will
automatically work and perform its func-
tion to find the truth of our existence. And
the conscious thinking so developed will
lead us to the path of self-realization.
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TThhee  YYooggaa  ooff  rreennuunncciiaattiioonn  ooff  aaccttiioonn  ‘‘BBhhaaggwwaadd  GGiittaa’’

STUPID 

KITTU
■ By Ramakrishna Rao

AFTER attaining independence, India
developed in all fields like Education,
Medicine etc. Techniques and

Technology change a lot for the better. 
I was residing in C-III type quarters in

Sector 8 near out gate of our main Hospital.
While in service, my Daughter and Grand
Daughter (5 years) came to my place to
attend a function in my house. Few weeks
passed, One day, my Grand Daughter was
suffering from high fever. Out of our anxi-
ety, ignorance and lack of experience, we
were panic-stricken as the temperature was
rising one after another degree. We covered
the child with warm clothes and closed the
windows and ventilator of the room. No
respite. Wisdom prevailed, we rushed to
casualty for first aid and treatment. The duty
doctor after examining the baby directed
and instructed the nursing staff to do the
needful. The sister brought a tub contain-
ing very cold water and gave a thorough
bath in the cold water. The baby was cry-
ing and shivering due to high temperature
and chill water bath. I immediately contacted
the duty doctor about her shivering due to
cold water bath. The doctor told me that
the aim is to first control the body temper-
ature then the treatment will start. In due
course of time, the baby got cured and my
daughter left for her husband’s place at
Bhubaneswar. 

Suddenly I remembered my school days.
I was studying in class 8 in my native place
Vizianagaram (AP). In the English textbook,
there was a lesson titled STUPID KITTU.
The story in a nutshell goes as below:

There was a village in a remote part of the
South India where the children were study-
ing in various classes as per their age. While
going to school and returning home, KIT-

TU was observing a blacksmith who was
shaping horseshoes, nails etc from the iron
plates. He observed that the blacksmith was
first putting the iron bar on the fire ignited
with charcoal and when it reaches Red Hot
he was bending and turning the iron sheets
to the size of the horse legs. The measure-
ments were taken in advance and then the
shoe was turned as per the required size.
KITTU, with his curiosity observed, that the
burning iron piece was dropped in water,
kept there to reduce the heat of the iron
piece. Like this, he observed that any hot
item if it is dropped in cold water it will
become cool. One day, when he returned
home from school, KITTU noticed his
Grandmother shivering with high fever. Her
body was very hot, being a village and there
were none in the house to consult, KITTU
remembered the iron rod and the blacksmith
and immediately he lifted the old and gaunt
lady with the strength at his command,
dipped her in the big water tub intended
for drinking water to cattle in the house.
After lifting and putting her again and again
he brought by her back to her bed and
sponged the water with a cloth. At that time,
the elders of the house and neighbours
reached the place and was shocked to wit-
ness the entire episode. Everybody scold-
ed KITTU that he was a stupid otherwise
who else will drown the old lady into the
water tub when she was suffering from fever. 

From that day; everybody in the village
including his class fellows were calling him
as a STUPID KITTU. In due course, his
grandmother became normal. Even then,
the villagers were calling him as a stupid
fellow. 

I was wondering as to who was really stu-
pid? whether the village Heads or KITTU.
The answer is obvious.  
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How to give conscious
approach  to 
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